
Editorial
Valedictory

We have now reached the end of the ninth year of the

journal, and this will be my last editorial as Editor-in-

Chief. So this is what it feels like to write my own

obituary! I have a mix of feelings, including the sense

of lightness that comes from being relieved of a burden

and also some regret that I did not do more and better.

I am delighted to be handing over to Agneta Yngve;

Noel Solomons said to me at the First World Congress

on Public Health Nutrition in Barcelona in September

that he could not think of a more appropriate person to

take over. Agneta, I hope you enjoy the job as much as

I have.

What have we achieved? Well, we are now financially

reasonably stable, we attract a lot of great papers, and

in 2007 we become a monthly journal – 12 issues every

year, to cope with the volume. Papers that have been

accepted and proof-read are now available online as

pre-publications, ensuring that they are in the public

domain quickly. In 2007 the journal will move over to

online submission and so the management structure

will change; we will only have one point of submission.

It has been a source of great satisfaction to me that we

have published papers reporting work undertaken in

many different countries and based on collaborations

between colleagues from many different institutions. Just

taking one issue of the journal at random this year, papers

covered work undertaken in 14 different countries; one

study by Nana et al.1 was a collaboration between

colleagues from universities in Burkina Faso and The

Netherlands, and also with a colleague from Helen Keller

International based in Niger. In the same issue was a

global review of the impact of suboptimal breast-feeding

among children in the developing world, written by

colleagues from the World Health Organization and a

Brazilian university2.

We are now completing a code of practice that I believe

will be transparent and clear, in order to ensure that we

behave properly and that our readers have confidence in

the way we do our business. If we are to criticise others,

we must make sure our own house is in order. We engage

more in controversial issues and debate, and I believe we

need more of this. While always protecting our academic

credibility, we must be brave and engage in the real world.

We must not be afraid to stand up and be counted when

we see bad or fraudulent practice. When governments or

industry propose or persist in bad policies and practices

we should say so. We should encourage different voices to

be heard, expressed independently and responsibly. I

look forward to a much more dynamic and active

correspondence section – I have been disappointed that

some of what we have said has so far not provoked more

reaction, although we have had some lively debates this

year.

Building capacity

The discipline of public health nutrition is now well

established. The Barcelona congress was a magnificent

success; well done to Lluis Serra-Majem, Joy Ngo de la

Cruz and their teams for their vision, energy and courage.

At the congress a recurring theme was the need for

capacity building and strengthening structures and

systems. Many people said to me that it was great to be

at a meeting that talked about making a difference,

discussing ways to solve problems, not just to talk about

their causes. We need to learn from our experiences and

thus improve the effectiveness of our programmes and

policies. We must learn from our failures, too, and be very

clear what we are trying to do, and ensure that we have the

right people in place to do the work.

In many countries, good well-trained people in our

discipline are often sucked into other roles and responsi-

bilities that take them away from service delivery and

practitioner roles on the ground. Young people are right to

want career enhancement, and we need systems that

enable the right number and skill mix at every level of

operation. We need workers and we need bosses too:

people who create policies as well as those to turn policies

into good practice.

My friends and colleagues ask me how I will cope

with retirement. Well, I do actually have a day job! And

also now I will be able more fully to commit to building

public health nutrition into a profession that trains and

supports and enables practitioners. Without a sound

practitioner base we cannot build a sustainable

profession. Public Health Nutrition as a journal will I

am quite sure become increasingly crucial in this

context, as a vehicle for communicating best practice,

as a forum for sharing and learning, and as a voice

speaking up for what is right.
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